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Introduction
Love-based Organizing
Our local chapters are non-hierarchical and we use a love-based community
organizing approach to grassroots activism. Our aim is to mobilize people to
become organizers with expanding team leadership, by welcoming new activists
to the organizing team, a concept informed by the work of Cesar Chavez and the
United Farm Workers.

Animal Save Movement’s mission is to spread the
idea that we all have a moral duty to bear witness,
end animal agriculture and reforest the Earth.
Our vision is an equitable, eco-friendly vegan world, for the
animals, the planet and health. Informed by Leo Tolstoy and
Mahatma Gandhi, we are working to replace the oppressive
animal agriculture industry with an accessible, healthy, plantbased food system, and reverse catastrophic climate chaos.
Our goal is to reforest and rewild the planet, and build a network of animal sanctuaries and preserves on the vast fields
used for grazing and growing animal feed crops, land that was
previously forests and savannah.
Our movement is divided into four branches to tackle the
problem from all sides. We encourage everyone to become an
activist and organizer for change.
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The theory of momentum-driven organizing suggests two things are required:
one is to mobilize at least 3.5% of the population in nonviolent direct action and,
two, a majority public opinion needs to be persuaded in order to achieve animal
liberation, climate and environmental protection and healthy, accessible, plantbased food systems.

Nonviolent Communication
We return love for hate, and believe that ending violence and oppression must
be done with compassion and kindness for all. We engage in nonviolent communication as a unique and powerful process for inspiring compassionate connection and action.
In Nonviolent Communication, Marshall B. Rosenberg says, “Many of us are taught
to express our feelings in terms of what another person has “done to us.” Unfortunately, we are not taught to take ownership of our feelings and needs in order to ask
healthily for only what benefits and is fair to all parties involved.”
Further Reading:
Marshall B. Rosenberg, Nonviolent Communication
Leo Tolstoy, A Calendar of Wisdom.
5
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Our Values

Our Demands

1. All non-human animals should have moral consideration and be
considered “persons” not “property”.
2. It is everyone’s moral duty to bear witness, come close and try to
help when animals are suffering and facing exploitation.
3. We use a love-based, non-judgmental community organizing
approach to activism where the means are as important as the
ends.
4. We encourage expanding team leadership to grow our movement, which is democratic with a horizontal structure supported
by a core team of experts at the global level.
5. We engage in ongoing mass training to increase our knowledge
as activists and gain new tools to become effective organizers.
6. We are building a diverse, equitable and inclusive movement
where we oppose all forms of discrimination and oppression. We
take an intersectional stance and build coalitions with environmental, anti-racist, and other social justice groups.
7. We are creating a safe environment where activists pay attention
to self-care and take care of each other.
8. We believe in animal equality and the interconnectedness of life.
As Tolstoy says, “all life is one, and that when men wish to harm
others, they really do harm to themselves.”

Stop Killing Animals and Close All Slaughterhouses
We demand an end to animal agriculture and the closure of
all slaughterhouses.

Tell The Truth About The Existential Threat Posed
by Animal Agriculture

Governments, corporations and communities must acknowledge the leading role of animal agriculture in the
causation of animal suffering and exploitation, climate
chaos, and public health crises. They must communicate the
need for a plant-based food system along with the reforestation of the earth, as essential parts of the solution.

Provide Healthy Vegan Food for Everyone

Seoul Animal Save
6

Access to a whole-foods vegan diet must be granted by
governments for the benefit of health and to prevent disease. We demand the community, government, and the
private sector make healthy vegan foods available and
affordable everywhere.

We Demand Individual and System Change

As individuals, we have a moral responsibility to bear witness to suffering and exploited animals, and embrace a
change to a vegan diet to stop animal exploitation and
climate change, and improve health.
At the systems level, we need policy change. Governments,
corporations and other institutions must defund animal
agriculture and direct investments and subsidies to an
innovative plant-based food system. Recognizing the ethical imperative, the urgency reflected in climate science and
the building of necessary street actions and majority public
opinion, governments must take bold leadership and legislatively ban animal agriculture as soon as possible. Concomitantly they must reforest the land to absorb the excess
carbon out of the global atmosphere, increase biodiversity
and provide safety and sanctuary for wildlife, provide clean
water, provide livelihoods for local people and reduce stress
and improve the wellbeing of all.

7
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Structure

Our Demands

A local Animal Save Chapter

Starting a Chapter

Once your team is assembled, assign roles, including:

Our goal is to have an Animal, Climate, Youth Climate, and
Health Save community group in every town and city. The
minimum requirements to start a chapter includes:
•
•
•
•
•
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A commitment to the values of Animal Save Movement.
Adherence to our Code of Conduct.
Helping achieve our mission and demands through lovebased organizing.
Aiming to find 5-7 people to start your chapter and hold
a meeting. If it’s hard to recruit a large team, start with a
few organizers and build your team over time.
Organizing at least one event per month.

Local Organizing Structure

•
•
•
•

Commiting to daily social media posts.
Meeting monthly with your Country Liaison.
Obtaining event materials, such as leaflets, placards and
banners.
Contacting us for an introductory call (start@animalsavemovement.org) so we can introduce you to your
Regional Liaisons, Country Liaisons and branch coordinators, where possible.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Action and events planner
Photographer
Safety marshal
Social media organizer
Fundraiser
Graphics and design
Recruitment
Vegan outreach organizer
Street theatre organizer
Slaughter-free cities campaigner
Alliance building with other groups and movements
Mass media

Start small if you are not able to fill key organizing roles immediately. It is important to try and build the organizing team
and hold regular meetings to strategize and plan actions.
The global ASM working groups as well as your Country and
Regional Liaisons are always there for additional support.

9
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Regional Liaison

Regional and Country Liaisons*
* as of 30th March 2021. Contact HR for updates.

Lea Goodett-de Zwart
Western Europe
Clement Martz
Sweden
Zuzana Mihalikova
Natascha Eype
Eastern Europe
Lea Goodett-de Zwart Tim Werner
The Netherlands Lena Ella Hueffel
Ludmila Widmer
Germany
Czech Republic

Regional Liaison

Louise Jorgensen
Canada

Josephine Robinson
UK
UK

Varun Virlan
North America

Ana Carranza
Mexico

Miguel Soria
Mexico

Aubrey Baxter
Panama

Élodie Clerbout
France

Simone Scampoli
Italy
Francisco Brandão
Portugal

Patroclus Bompotsis
Greece

Catherine Iskandar
Lebanon
Doga Giray
Yael Hanna
Turkey
Israel

Elvira Goloda
Austria

Regional Liaison

Regional Liaison

Aprajita Ashish
Asia

Dipesh Shrestha
Nepal

Regional Liaison

Aprajita Ashish
Naman Dharmesh Dedhia
India

Helen Seta Stolfo
Australia

Regional Liaisons

Mercedes Oberti

Aubrey
Baxter
Latin America
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Stephanie
Cabovianco
Latin America

Leonor EsterTulleres Cabrera
Latin America

Karen Cháves
Sofía Muro
Jimena Zamora
Argentina

Valezca
Lango Munsuri
Latin America
Leonor Ester Tulleres Cabrera
Chile

Rachel Kabue
Kenya

Precious Kalombwana
Zambia

Nilgun Engin
Middle East and
North Africa

Baker Nnyombi
Uganda

Annie Hewitt
Australia

Jason Alan
Steven Moralee
Australia

Sandra Kyle
New Zealand

Kat Worsfold
New Zealand
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Global Organizing Structure
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Some of our Local Chapters

Our organizers operate internationally through a set of 10 Global Working
Groups and actively encourage everyone’s participation once they have
established themselves at the local chapter level.

Country Liaisons and Regional Liaisons
Representative Global Core Team
Executive Director
Anita Krajnc

Board
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Animal Save Movement
Campaigners
Amy Jean Davis
Yael Gabay
Animal Rescue
Shakira Free Miles
Camille Reyes

Climate Save Movement
Campaigners
Stephanie Cabovianco
Youth Climate Save
Genesis Butler

Brian Brophey,
AnitaKrajnc,
Krajnc,Genelle
GenellePalacio,
Palacio,Jane
ErinVelez-Mitchell,
Sharoni, JaneVarun
Velez-Mitchell,
Brophy, Anita
Virlan Varun Virlan

Health Save Movement
Campaigners
Dr. Vidya Chakravarthy
Local level campaigns
Gwenna Hunter

Vegan Outreach
Christopher Eubanks

Digital Media
Varun Virlan
Video
Mariana Guagnini

Directors of
Communications
Nicola Harris
James O’Toole

Director of
Graphics
Zeynep Sağlamöz
Creative Director
Fede Callegari

If you are creative you may want to get involved in puppetry, chalktivism,
street theatre, music, paintings, graphic design and drawing. Or perhaps
you want to get involved in campaign strategies, animal rescues or vegan
outreach? Whatever your passion there is something for everyone, email
start@animalsavemovement.org to join your chosen working groups and
our global communications channel.

13
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Introducing the Four Branches

Save Animals in Labs
Fur Save
Fish Save
Animal Rescue

Animal Save Movement is made up of four
branches — Animal Save, Climate Save, Youth
Climate Save and Health Save Movements, which
tackle animal agriculture from all angles.

Bee Save

Reforest The Earth
Planet vs. Cargill

Global Campaigns
#DontLookAway
Dairy Out Love In
Wake Up Word
Slaughter-Free Cities
etc.

Health Save Streets

The four branches come together to work on collective
campaigns and projects. We use a co-benefits approach
which highlights animal ethics and the benefits of a plant
based diet and food system for the environment and
public health. Such an approach has been shown to work
more effectively in community organizing as it draws in
larger audiences.

Nederlands Animal Save
14

#Plantbased4Planet
YCS Summits

Photo: W P Hubar
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Animal Save Movement

The Animal Save Movement branch really focuses on the
animals and shines a light on what animal agriculture tries to
hide. Before animal vigils, the animals were invisible going to
their deaths. If we don’t go and see them and acknowledge
them, they go through their entire lives without being recognized as individuals.
At animal vigils in front of slaughterhouses, you come into
physical contact and make a personal connection with the animals. You see the fear in their eyes. Their suffering becomes
your suffering and your responsibility. It’s an incredibly emotional experience. It’s no longer them and us. It might as well
be family members in the slaughter truck. That’s how deeply
it affects you.
Marc Ching, founder of Animal Hope and Wellness, a dog
rescue in LA, became vegan after bearing witness at his first
animal vigil. Bearing witness to animal suffering also turns
vegans into activists and makes fighting for animal rights a
key priority in their lives. It takes activism to the next level.
Often people say becoming vegan is the best decision they
16

ever made, but then when they become an activist they realise that is the best decision they ever made. They experience
a whole new awakening.

“Everybody should witness this. Every kind person
should become a vegan if they witnessed this. Only a
person with the hardest of hearts could see the faces,
the eyes of the pigs, or any animal going to slaughter and just say pass me the ham sandwich. They
couldn’t do it.”
- Ingrid Newkirk after attending a vigil with Toronto Pig Save in
March 2017

Seoul Animal Save
17
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Campaign Examples

We encourage chapters to hold regular animal vigils, special
all-day and five-day vigils and to develop pressure campaigns
(listed below). Additional vigil tactics to deploy include vegan
outreach, animal rescues, hunger strikes, special guest speakers, workshops, chalktivism, musical acts and vegan food
giveaways.

•

Here are some of the global campaigns you can join. We have
a global team of campaigners, graphic designers, digital media
experts and communications professionals to offer support
and training every step of the way.

•

•

•
•

18

#DontLookAway invites people to face the truth using
online challenges and reaction videos. #WatchDominion
is the first in the series and includes a street poster campaign. Our aim is to get 2 million additional views of the
life-changing documentary.
Dairy Out Love In encourages people to switch to plantbased milks and campaigns for the end of dairy subsidies
in favour of plant-based alternatives.
Slaughter-Free Cities aims to ban the murder of animals
within city limits and close all slaughterhouses.

•

•

Save Squares are a form of street activism using audio    
visual displays, street theatre, catchy signs and blindfolds
to attract the attention of the public. Using documentaries
alongside vegan outreach, we invite bystanders to take
a closer look and invite them to think about their food
choices regarding animals, the environment and social
justice.
Wake Up World consists of sending card invites, usually
during the holidays, to new vegans and pre-vegans to join
an animal vigil, watch vegan documentaries, and try veganism.
Fish Save recognizes the individuality of marine animals.
In terms of numbers they are the most exploited creatures
on the planet (more than two trillion a year). We hold fish
vigils and protests at establishments selling live and dead
fishes, and sites of marine life exploitation such as aquariums.
Stop Live Exports organizes actions and vigils at ports to
put pressure on governments to outlaw the industry. We
come into contact with the individual victims and document their suffering and injuries. We make official complaints to government bodies to spark public outcry and
generate media coverage.

Atlanta Animal Save
19
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Tactics

Photo: The Hendries

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regular animal vigils including special all-day vigils
and 5-day vigils
Animal liberations
Street theatre and publicity stunts
Vegan outreach
Chalking
Wheatpasting, stickering and billboard campaigns
Banner drops
Tweetstorms
Illuminations and projections

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Protest marches and demonstrations
Hunger strikes
Petitions
Letter writing campaigns
Corporate pressure campaigns
City vigils at political buildings
Sit-ins and occupations
Direct action and disruptions
Political advocacy and lobbying

Montevideo Horse Save
20
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Nederlands Animal Save

Climate Save Movement

Animal agriculture is one of the leading causes of climate chaos.
It is a top generator of methane and nitrous oxide, two potent
greenhouse gas emissions, and a leading cause of deforestation.
It is also a leading cause of water pollution, soil acidification,
ocean dead zones, habitat destruction, and species extinction.
We need to panic! We are passing the tipping points (points of
no return). People switching to plant-based is not fast enough.
We can’t wait any longer.
Yet this fact is often ignored or underplayed by other climate
groups. Ending animal agiruculture needs to be addressed front
and centre.
Those least responsible are paying the biggest price. The devastating impacts of climate chaos include:
•
•
•

22

Farmed animals experiencing extreme weather such as heat
and hurricanes.
The bleaching of coral reefs, ocean dead zones and the
overall acidification of the oceans is decimating marine life.
Forest fires and forest dieback is leading to the death of
wildlife populations and extinctions (nearly three billion animals were killed or displaced during Australia’s devastating
bushfires over a 12 month period as reported in July 2021).

•

•
•

Growing numbers of climate refugees. The Environmental
Justice Foundation released a report Beyond Borders, our
changing climate - its role in conflict and displacement predicts that the role of climate change in conflict and displacement will force tens of millions of people from their homes,
creating the biggest refugee crisis in history.
Exacerbating water scarcity and contaminating water supplies; according to Unicef, almost 1 in 4 children will live in
areas of extremely high water stress by 2040.
Vulnerable poor populations facing more severe health
issues. The World Bank predicts there could be 100 million
people forced into extreme poverty by 2030 as a result of
climate chaos.

Ultimately, if ‘business as usual’ consumption of
meat, dairy and eggs continues, we will all fall victim to the
looming climate catastrophe. It’s an existential crisis of monumental proportions that’s just around the corner. Animal agriculture is killing the planet.
An urgent global shift for humans to a plant-based diet could
reverse the climate crisis. We need:
•

•

•

Plant-based food system change including public education
initiatives, ending subsidies for animal agriculture, updating
governmental nutritional guidelines (i.e., food guides) and
removing dairy, eggs and meat from hospital, school, prison,
and corporate menus.
Reforestation of the Earth by reclaiming agricultural land
previously used for grazing and growing animal feed and returning it to nature by planting trees. Reforestation is a critical part of the climate solution, as it creates carbon sinks
which draw down the global atmospheric carbon concentration from the current 415 parts per million (as of 2020)
to below 350 ppm, which would eliminate human forcing on
the climate

These are critical climate actions that along with eliminating
fossil fuels are our last hope against catastrophic tipping points
for our climate.
Through our campaigns we help people understand the science
and ethics of animal agriculture and climate chaos, along with
the urgent need to reclaim land and restore it to nature in the
form of forests and peatlands.

Individual vegan diet change to fight climate change
Photo: W P Hubar
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Campaign Examples

Photo: The Hendries

We encourage chapters to hold regular climate actions and to
develop pressure campaigns (listed below). Additional tactics
to deploy include vegan outreach, protests, marches, workshops, chalktivism, street theatre, musical acts and vegan
food giveaways.
Here are some of the global campaigns you can join. We have
a global team of campaigners, graphic designers, digital media
experts and communications professionals to offer support
and training every step of the way.
•
•

Dairy Out Love In encourages people to switch to plantbased milks, and campaigns for the end of dairy subsidies
in favour of plant-based alternatives as a climate solution.
Reforest The Earth is a public education campaign to
highlight the urgent need to reclaim animal agricultural

•

•
•

land to create carbon sinks. Some chapters organize tree
planting projects in their local communities.
Planet Vs Cargill involves public information campaigns
and protests against Cargill, one of the largest animal feed
commodity traders and slaughterhouse companies in the
world. Cargill is responsible for global mass deforestation
including in the Amazon. We need to hold Cargill accountable for ecocide and support companies that are part of
the plant-based revolution.
Bee Save raises public awareness of how pesticides from
animal agriculture are causing the extinction of bees. Rewilding is a critical action for the bees and our future.
Plantbased4Planet is an innovative, social media focused,
public education campaign to help the public understand
the role of animal agriculture in climate chaos, and the
urgent need for food system change.

Los Cabos
Atlanta
Climate
AnimalSave
Save
24
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Tactics

Photo: The Hendries

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Climate strikes
Climate marches
Protests
Movie screenings (such as Cowspiracy and         
Seaspiracy)
Beach and city clean-ups
Earth Day actions
Planting trees to reforest the earth and wildflowers
for bees
Vegan outreach
Street theatre
School and College Talks

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wheatpasting, stickering and billboards
Chalking
Banner drops
Tweetstorms
Illuminations and projections
Petitions
Letter writing campaigns
Corporate pressure campaigns
Sit-ins and occupations
Direct action and disruptions
Political advocacy and lobbying

Berlin Climate Save
26
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Youth Climate Save Movement

Youth Climate Save is a global youth-led movement on a mission to save the planet by phasing out fossil fuels, ending animal
agriculture and reforesting the earth to draw carbon out of the
atmosphere.

destruction, deforestation, land clearing for grazing and to grow
animal feed. Plant and animal species are essential for our survival and we must always ensure that the truth about animal agriculture’s role is explained and understood.

The goal of Youth Climate Save is to get environmental and
social justice groups, government and public institutions to pay
attention to animal agriculture and put it at the centre of climate
action, just like fossil fuels.

Through public education, protests, art, social media and celebrity
activism, youth activists are demanding individual diet change
and a vegan food system change so that we can rewild and reforest the earth.

There is growing awareness of species extinction yet often, little
is said about the root causes. Youth Climate Save shows how
animal agriculture causes species extinction through habitat

28

Photo: River West Photography
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Campaign Examples

Photo: The Hendries

•

•

•

Plantbased4Planet is an innovative, social media focused,
public education campaign to help the public understand
the role of animal agriculture in climate chaos, and the
urgent need for food system change.
Social Media Campaign featuring “A World Without.
whales, pandas, polar bears, sea turtles, sloths etc.” explaining how animals are going extinct because of animal
agriculture and how switching to plant-based can help
reinstate the habitat for plentiful species.
Dairy Out Love In encourages schools and students to
switch to plant-based milks.

•
•

•

Animation using gifs and filters to promote plant-based
climate solutions.
Bitesize Science helps the youth communicate the science
behind the climate crisis and animal agriculture. Tagline:
The climate solution is eating plant-based. Hashtag: #BitesizeScience #VeganClimateAction.
YCS Summits with guest speakers on important topics
such as environmental racism and animal agriculture.

Los Cabos
Atlanta
Climate
AnimalSave
Save
30

Photo: River West Photography
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Tactics

•
•
•
•
•
•

32

Climate marches
Global school strikes: wear your vegan t-shirts,
bring signs and ask to do a vegan talk at the event
Asking schools to veganize their cafeteria menu
Organizing clean-ups along roads, beaches and city
blocks
Encourage veganism for animals, planet and health
Talk to friends and family about veganism and sustainable living

•
•
•
•
•

Create engaging content for social media channels
Stickering, chalking, tree planting and vegan food giveaways
Distribute vegan and climate save literature in your city
Protests and petitions
Writing to legislators and meeting local politicians

33
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Health Save Movement

Animal products cause high dietary acid load and are high in cholesterol and saturated fats. Animal foods tend to be acid-forming, whereas plant foods tend to either be neutral or alkaline,
base-forming. According to Dr. Michael Greger, founder of NutritionFacts.org, a national survey of 12,000 American adults
showed that dietary acid load was associated with kidney damage.
Dairy products contain cholesterol and fat, including saturated
fat. Typical cheeses are 70 percent fat. Cow’s milk and other dairy
products are the top source of saturated fat in the American diet,
contributing to heart disease, type 2 diabetes, and Alzheimer’s
disease. Studies have also linked dairy to an increased risk of
breast, ovarian, and prostate cancers.

top killers, both related to consumption of meat, dairy and eggs.
Healthy vegan diets have been shown to be protective against
cardiovascular disease, hypertension, type 2 diabetes and certain
types of cancer.
We promote a nutritionally complete vegan diet as part of the
solution to food injustice and the widespread diseases that are
related to the habits and lifestyle of our world.  We support,
generate, and coordinate actions for social equality through
collective and community work, by mutual support, and because
we believe in equal rights for all, regardless of species.  A fair and
accessible vegan food system empowers people, helping them to
have control over their own health, well-being, and daily economy, as we move towards a more sustainable future as a society.

Heart disease has been the leading cause of death for the last
two decades worldwide. Heart disease and cancer are America’s

Guadalajara Health Save
34
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Campaign Examples

•

•

Dairy Out Love In is a multi-year campaign consisting of
investigations, reports, public information and digital media campaigns and advocacy. The aims are to raise awareness of human diseases linked to dairy consumption and
encourage the switch to plant-based milks for the benefit
of health.
Health Save Streets distributes whole-food vegan meals
to those in need on a massive scale; we bring the solution
to those the system leaves out.

•

Veganizing Menus campaigns for the availability of
healthy plant-based food in schools, hospitals, prisons,
military facilities, all public buildings and restaurants.
At schools, activists organize talks, workshops and film
screenings to advocate for healthier plant-based menus
promoting healthier choices.

Guadalajara Health Save
36
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Tactics

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

38

Vegan food giveaways
Vegan outreach
Vegan fairs
Letter writing campaigns
Street theatre
Chalking
Banner drops
Wheatpasting and billboards
Tweetstorms

•
•
•
•
•

Educational talks
Helping businesses veganize menus
Petitions
Political advocacy and lobbying
Collaborations with other health groups such as Jane
UnChained, Switch4Good, Nutrition Facts, Physicians
Committee for Responsible Medicine (PCRM) and League
of United Latin American Citizens (LULAC).
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Communication Tools

The following are the main communication platforms used by Animal Save Movement.
Slack: is our main communication platform where all organizers come together in working groups that allow for scheduling meetings and sharing documents. View tutorial.
Google Drive: is a free online storage platform which allows
you to create and share different documents you can work
on by yourself or as a team in real time. You will need a Gmail
account to create a drive. View tutorial.
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COMMUNICATION TOOLS

Zoom: is a video conferencing service which enables free calls
up to 40 minutes on your mobile or desktop. For longer calls
you can share a new link. You can record your calls and share
your screen with others. View tutorial.
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LAYOUTS

Graphics

! BACKGROUND SIZE

For print we use 300dpi.
Make sure the image is
big enough.

Layouts with photo (campaigns, posters and placards)
1/6 wide perimeter module for margins

LOGO
AREA

Phrases should
never cover
animal faces
faces.

There are lots of resources available to help you
brand and create content for your chapter, including templates for logos, leaflets, posters, merchandise, banners and social media graphics.
Please refer to the Graphics Starter Guide by our
branding expert in our global graphics working
group for more information on how to brand your
chapter using the correct colour codes, fonts and
our core design principles. It includes instructions,
templates and guides on how to create materials
such as leaflets, banners, posters, merchandise
and social media graphics. We also have a graphics
questions group on our Slack channel.

MOVEMENT

PHRASE
AREA
CLAIM
& WEB
AREA

GO VEGAN
TO REFOREST
THE EARTH

GO VEGAN
TO STAY
HEALTHY

Ways to use the identity and fonts on photographic backgrounds.
White logotype with color tags.
White typography HELVETICA STD COMPRESSED
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COME CLOSE
AND HELP

Helvetica Lt Std
Compressed (big
caps)

Always use the brand color.
If contrast does not work,
use white.
on white.
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Social Media
Lima Animal Save

Animal Save Movement social media accounts put animals at the
centre by publishing portraits of the individuals we meet during
animal vigils. We show the importance of vegan activism in all
its diversity including different generations, genders, ethnicities,
and classes organizing and building community together.
You can use social media channels such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and TikTok. You may wish to start a website
dedicated to your activism and a YouTube channel to share
your digital media. YouTube is the second largest search engine behind Google.
We recommend daily posting across all platforms to grow
the accounts. A strong social media presence is more likely
to attract mass media, celebrity endorsement, donations, get
verified and recruit more organizers.

How to make impactful viral content and increase
followers
•

Make an impact. The most impactful content is photos
and videos from animal vigils. The footage that shows the
emotions of the animals helps people connect with them
as individuals. Including activists in the photos with the
emotional animals elicits a powerful response. This type
of content can turn people into vegans and activists. Try
to post from the animals’ perspective when you’re taking photos; get down and close. Make sure to go live and
take lots of footage. Do interviews at climate actions and
vegan food giveaways. Try to keep your captions clear and
concise and always include a call to action.

•

•

Post daily and aim for viral content! Viral content is the
term used to describe content that spreads rapidly across
the internet and attracts a great deal of attention. Such
content is frequently in video format, but texts, images
and infographics all have the potential to become viral.
Varied content. It is important to share the footage obtained at vigils and events but please try to mix it up and
share uplifting content too. This can include stories of
animal rescues, sanctuaries and good news about successes in the plant-based revolution, campaign victories,
and changes in government policies. It is important to
post content related to global campaigns, petitions and
announcements like upcoming panel discussions. As much
as possible, try to share original content from local actions
and minimize reposts.

•

•

Engage with your followers. Respond to comments on
your posts, if possible within the first hour of posting. Ask
questions in the captions to encourage conversation. On
Instagram, create stories with questions and polls. Check
and reply to direct messages. Try and build a relationship.
Invite people to become vegan and join your chapter at
an animal vigil, protest march or vegan outreach event.
Some things to keep in mind. Respond to comments and
messages with love-based language. Most of us were not
born vegan and we should respond to others with compassion and kindness.

Check out Toronto Pig Save, LA Animal Save, Animal Alliance Network, Montevideo Health Save, Animal Save Nederland, Youth Climate Save Brazil and Mumbai Animal Save as oustanding examples
of strong social media accounts for ideas and inspiration.
Tag @thesavemovement on social media posts for sharing purposes
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Social Media

Don’t
What to post:
• Livestream from animal vigils, protests and events.
• Post an action report with photos or video from vigils, protests
and events.
• Create posts to promote upcoming vigils, actions and events.
• Create informative posts related to your chapter, including:
animal rights, veganism, climate and health.
• Do a live Q&A panel to discuss issues relevant to your chapter.
• Post links to media articles relevant to your chapter such as  
animal rights and veganism. There are also blog articles on the
ASM website which can be shared.
• Post content that encourages participation in our global campaigns such as #WakeUpWorld and #DontLookAway.
Chapters have an ethical obligation to post responsibly. Ensure
that your posts are not in violation of any laws, including copyright, human rights and privacy laws, or ASM policies. Please check
our Social Media Policy for guidelines on content creation.
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Do
ü Use credible sources and fact check information.
ü Be diverse and inclusive in content.
ü Use some positive content to balance the sad
and graphic content.
ü Use a love-based tone.
ü Be considerate of vulnerable populations and be
sensitive to historical atrocities.
ü Post local content that shows what is happening
in your area.

û Don’t use speciesist language: use pigs not “hogs”,
animals or persons not “livestock”, and slaughtering not
“processing”.
û Don’t post anything hateful toward any racial, ethnic,
religious, or gender group.
û Don’t post content from individuals known to have
oppressive or discriminatory views.
û Be mindful about posting content that could lead to
harmful reactions. Avoid risking increased racism, xenophobia, religious bigotry, and other types of discrimination.
û To reduce the likelihood of xenophobic or racist comments, please avoid posts that highlight the cultural or
religious practices of small groups that are not commonplace, e.g. animal sacrifices or festivals, unless
you’re collaborating with local campaigns.
û Avoid posts that show, for example, a noose around
a person’s neck. Such posts may affect those who are
depressed or suicidal.
û Do not post “trauma porn” (posts with no point but to
traumatize people). Posts should always be intentional
and ideally include a call to action.
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Tools and Resources

We recommend watching this training with our digital media
expert for tips, strategies and how to improve your reach. The
global team also offer chapters regular social media training
sessions on a variety of topics.
Later: Later enables you to schedule single photo and video
posts to Instagram, with no push notifications required! You
can create weekly time slots and then just drag + drop to
schedule in seconds. View tutorial.
Mailchimp: If you want to organize and build your membership you can collect email signups on your website and send
out newsletters using Mailchimp.
Drove: Drove is a platform that allows you to create petitions,
collect email signups and launch fundraising campaigns.
StreamYard: StreamYard is an easy way to create professional
livestreams in your browser. You can interview guests, share
your screen and add screen captions. It allows you to stream
directly to Facebook, YouTube, LinkedIn and other platforms.
48
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Starting an Animal Save Movement Chapter

Bearing Witness
As Tolstoy said, when we witness suffering it is our moral duty
to reach out and help. We do this by locating slaughterhouses, bearing witness and mobilizing our communities. Using
video and photography we are able to capture unique portraits of animals, showing their individuality, and expose the
horror, sadness and abuse they suffer. It gives us the power
to change attitudes towards these incredible sentient beings
who are hidden from public view.  

READY TO JOIN US?
Los Angeles Animal Save/Animal Alliance Network
Photo:
50 The Hendries

Animal Vigils
An animal vigil is a peaceful community gathering at a site
of injustice, such as a slaughterhouse, auction, live market
or animal agricultural farm. It allows us to express love and
support for the victims as well as giving us an opportunity to
tell their stories, raise awareness and develop Slaughter Free
City campaigns.

Photo: W P Hubar

Let’s Get Started!
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Building Your Group

We use a love-based community organizing approach where
we return love for hate. We encourage and welcome expanding team leadership. We believe that ending violence and oppression must be done with compassion and kindness for all.
Assemble a small team to get started and as you grow, assign
roles and even begin to set up working groups.

Roles and working groups: event planner, police liaison,
safety marshals, photographer(s), videographers, social media
team, media spokespersons, fundraiser, graphic and design
artist(s), vegan outreach organizer, street theatre, musicians,
slaughter free cities campaigner, liaison for global ASM campaigns, and coalition builder connecting your chapter with
other groups and movements.
Animal Save Movement Chapters commit to weekly, biweekly or monthly vigils. Special all day vigils, five-day vigils, and
vigils for emergencies such as heat alerts and truck rollovers
can also be used to highlight gross injustices, attract media
attention, build attendance and further campaigns.

EVENT
PLANNER

SOCIAL MEDIA
MEDIA
TEAM
SPOKESPERSON(S)

STREET
THEATRE
52

POLICE
LIAISON

MUSICIAN(S)

SAFETY
MARSHAL(S)

FUNDRAISER

PHOTOGRAPHER(S)

Animal Save Movement

VIDEOGRAPHER(S)

GRAPHIC &
VEGAN OUTREACH
DESIGN ARTIST(S)
ORGANIZER

SLAUGHTER FREE LIAISON FOR GLOBAL
CITIES CAMPAIGNER
ASM CAMPAIGNS

COALITION
BUILDER
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Checklist for Starting a Chapter
STEP 1:
Review this guidebook and if you accept the Code
of Conduct and Memorandum of Understanding,
contact start@animalsavemovement.org to be put
in touch with your Country and Regional Liaisons
and the ASM Recruitment team for an induction
call.

STEP 2:
Get ready to launch your group by working with
our graphics team to get a logo, signs and leaflets
designed. Work with our global digital media team
to set up social media accounts such as Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter, TikTok, YouTube and a website.
If social media is new to you, start with Facebook
and Instagram and launch on other platforms at a
later date.
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STEP 3:
Find other activists to join the Chapter,
below are a few ideas to get you started:

Post in animal
rights, vegan and
environmental
groups online
Ask your local
radio station
for a shout out
or interview

Ask student
groups and put
posters up near to
universities and
colleges

Connect with
community
organizing
groups

Reach out to nearby
animal sanctuaries
or rescue charities
and ask them to
spread the word

Ask friends
and family
to join you

Contact local vegan businesses
Reach out to environmental,
human rights, health, sports
and other groups

STEP 4:
Start reading books to learn about our philosophy.
A great place to start is A Calendar of Wisdom by
Leo Tolstoy, where we draw our definition of bearing witness and Autobiography of My Experiments
with Truth by Mahatma Gandhi. A contemporary
must-read is This is an Uprising by Paul and Mark
Engler, which shows how to successfully achieve
social change through nonviolent direct action
campaigns. There is an accompanying momentum
driven organizing free webinar seminar series on
YouTube.
STEP 5:
Research slaughterhouses and auction houses in
your area to check their suitability for animal vigils.
• Pack a picnic, notepad and if needed binoculars, then stake out your local slaughterhouses to find the schedule for the arrival of the
trucks. Find out the busiest times and days of
the week.
• Have a walk around the area to locate the best
place to hold a vigil.
• Check local laws regarding your right to assemble.

STEP 6:
Plan your first meeting
• Choose an easily accessible public location or
hold a zoom call.
• Set a time and date.
• Create an agenda and To Do List for your first
vigil.

STEP 7:
Check out our Activist Toolkit on our website for
campaign planning, strategies and tactics, tips and
training for social media, fundraising, activist support and self care. Make sure you have joined our
email list and communications channel on Slack.
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Planning an Animal Vigil
Checklist for the First Animal Vigil

At the Animal Vigil

ü Obtain any relevant permits or permissions required for
your public assembly.
ü Where possible, contact the slaughterhouse to seek a
safety agreement.
ü Create a Facebook event page and Instagram post for the
vigil.
ü Invite your friends to join you.
ü Share the event in local vegan, animal rights, environmental, student and community groups.
ü Advertise the event in local vegan cafes, community centres and stores.
ü Send out a press advisory.
ü Prepare signs, banners and vegan outreach materials
ü Prepare an introductory script covering the code of conduct, love-based activism, bearing witness, and safety
protocols.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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We recommend ‘welcoming circles’ at the start of vigils to
welcome new attendees and go over the code of conduct
and safety protocols.
Be calm. Be present. Be safe.
When approaching trucks, bring a calm and love-based
energy.
Exercise discretion when engaging with and touching the
animals - do not scare them.
Offer water to the animals in hot temperatures and document legal infractions such as dead or severely dehydrated animals (please avoid using single-use plastics).
Use hand sanitizer after touching the animals.
When interacting with pedestrians, drivers, slaughterhouse workers and police, speak with respect, even if they
do not respect you.
Channel sadness or anger into love-based determination
to do more.
Livestream from your social media channels.
Take photos and video to post online.
At the end of the vigil, conduct a debrief with attendees to
assess the event, share experiences, and announce upcoming events.
Consider following the vigil with a social event at a vegan
cafe or a picnic in the park.
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Safety Protocols & Agreements

Slaughterhouses are high risk industrial environments and it is
paramount that all ASM chapters make safety a main priority at
vigils.
•
•

•

•

We recommend high-visibility jackets for all vigil attendees.
Please advise that everyone listens to the safety marshals
who are there to keep everyone safe, especially when bearing
witness. The safety marshals can also indicate the end of any
agreed stopping time of trucks, and give instruction to back
away from the vehicles.
Consider your positioning to bear witness, some locations
are safer than others. Are there traffic lights where the trucks
would have to stop close to the slaughterhouse? Is there a
parking lot that could be used for the group gathering, rather
than waiting on narrow sidewalks?  
Keep a safe distance from the trucks when they are in motion,
especially when they are turning. Be aware of their blindspots
and how long it takes a transport truck to stop.

•

•
•

•

Make signs or placards that ask the truck drivers to stop for a
few minutes and convey our reasons for being there, for example, “No Hate for the Truckers. We are here for the pigs.” Another example, one side says: “Please stop for 3 minutes,” the
other side says: “Thank you for stopping.”
Refrain from excessive shouting as this can affect the tone
of the vigil and also cause distress to the animals; do not use
megaphones near trucks and animals.
Ensure vigil attendees do not react negatively to taunts or
aggressive behaviour from workers or members of the public
as this can increase tension and decrease safety. The marshals can offer guidance on love-based communication and      
de-escalation techniques.
If someone is acting in an unsafe manner, please notify a safety
marshal.

Safety at vigils is an evolving process which can be nurtured and
developed. Each vigil should be viewed as a fresh opportunity to
move safety in the right direction and improve on the last vigil.

Los Angeles Animal Save/Animal Alliance Network
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Photo: The Hendries
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Safety Protocols & Agreements
Safety Agreements
Where possible we recommend contacting the slaughterhouse and police to seek a safety agreement prior to commencing vigils. This helps for multiple reasons:
How to increase attendance at animal vigils.
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Hold regular and frequent vigils.
Organize Save Squares.
Post public event pages.
Invite special guests, such as social media influencers, celebrities.
Hold all day vigils.
Hold social events after vigils to build
community.
Make sure to announce your vigils on
your social media platforms.
Hold joint vigils with special groups like
vegan meet up groups.
Promote your groups at local vegan
events.
Table and give a talk at schools, conferences and VegFests.

•
•
•

It shows the slaughterhouse that you are cooperative, fair
and courteous.
It gives the opportunity to explain your aims to bear witness and peaceful love-based approach, as well as opening the lines of communication.
Lastly, it avoids secrecy and presents your chapter in a
transparent light.

Please persevere in your attempts to secure a safety agreement. A negative response at first does not mean the response will always be negative. There are plenty of examples
of ASM Chapters securing safety agreements over time.

Below is a sample email that you can adapt and send to a
slaughterhouse leading up to your first vigil. You can also use
it as a script to make a phone call.
“To whom it may concern,
My name is [insert name] and I am the organizer of [insert save
group name]. I wanted to reach out about an upcoming vigil at
your facility on [insert date].
Animal Save Movement is a global movement that hold vigils
and bear witness to animals outside slaughterhouses. We are a
peaceful love-based movement and would like to work with you
to ensure that everyone is safe.
We are politely requesting that animal transporters arriving at
the slaughterhouse stop for five minutes so that we can spend a
moment with the animals. We are hoping that you could speak
to the drivers that you are expecting on the day of our vigil to ask
them to stop when they see us.
We have no intention of showing any hate towards the drivers
or any member of staff. We would just like to see the animals to
offer them some comfort before they go inside and it is a lot safer
if we don’t have to try to stop the drivers ourselves.
Please let us know whether you could facilitate our request.
Many thanks,
[insert name]

Los Angeles Animal Save/Animal Alliance Network
Photo:
60 The Hendries
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Starting a Climate Save Movement Chapter

EVENT
PLANNER

Climate Save Movement is building a grassroots movement
to reverse the impact of catastrophic climate chaos by ending
animal agriculture in favour of a plant-based nature-friendly
food system and by reforesting the Earth.

Building your group
We use a love-based community organizing approach where
we return love for hate. We encourage and welcome expanding team leadership. We believe that ending violence and oppression must be done with compassion and kindness for all.
Assemble a small team to get started and as you grow, assign
roles and even begin to set up working groups.

Roles and Working Groups: event planner, police liaison,
march organizer, safety marshal, photographers, videographers, social media team, media spokesperson, fundraiser,
graphic and design artist, vegan outreach organizer, street
theatre, musicians, reforest the earth campaigner, liaison for
global CSM campaigns, coalition builder with other groups
and movements.

MARCH
ORGANIZER

SOCIAL MEDIA
MEDIA
TEAM
SPOKESPERSON(S)

FUNDRAISER

SAFETY MARSHAL

PHOTOGRAPHER(S)
VIDEOGRAPHER(S)

GRAPHIC &
VEGAN OUTREACH
DESIGN ARTIST(S)
ORGANIZER

Climate Save Movement Chapters commit to weekly, biweekly or monthly events. We encourage the development
of vegan climate actions campaigns with a diversity of tactics
such as marches, protests, disruptions, street theatre, publicity stunts, “die-ins”, ad campaigns including streets posters,
school talks, film screenings, lobbying and trainings.
STREET
THEATRE
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POLICE
LIAISON

Animal Save Movement

MUSICIAN(S)

REFOREST THE
LIAISON FOR GLOBAL
EARTH CAMPAIGNER
CSM CAMPAIGNS

COALITION
BUILDER
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Checklist for Starting a Chapter
STEP 3:
Find other activists to join the Chapter,
below are a few ideas to get you started:

STEP 1:
Review this guidebook and if you accept the Code
of Conduct and Memorandum of Understanding,  
contact start@animalsavemovement.org to be put
in touch with your Country and Regional Liaisons
and the CSM Recruitment team for an induction
call.

STEP 2:
Start reading books to learn about our philosophy.
A great place to start is A Calendar of Wisdom by
Leo Tolstoy, where we draw our definition of bearing witness and Autobiography of My Experiments
with Truth by Mahatma Gandhi. A contemporary
must-read is This is an Uprising by Paul and Mark
Engler, which shows how to successfully achieve
social change through nonviolent direct action
campaigns. There is an accompanying momentum
driven organizing free webinar seminar series on
YouTube.
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RECOMMENDED REPORTS!

RECOMMENDED READING!
•
•
•
•

•

Sailesh Rao, Carbon Yoga: The Vegan Metamorphosis (2016):
Sailesh sets out the path for humanity’s transformation.
Sailesh Rao, Carbon Dharma: The Occupation of Butterflies
(2011): Written at the height of the Occupy movement and it’s
free.
Richard Oppenlander, Comfortably Unaware What We Choose to
Eat is Killing Us and Our Planet (2012): This is a tiny paperback
that’s great to share around.
Richard Oppenlander, Food Choice and Sustainability (2014):
By making even minimal dietary changes, anyone can have a
positive, lasting impact on our planet. If you love the planet,
the only way to save it is by switching out meat for plant-based
meals, one bite at a time.
Nil Zacharias and Gene Stone, Eat for the Planet (2018): Nil is
the founder of One Green Planet. Do you consider yourself an
environmental ally? Maybe you recycle your household goods,
ride a bike, and avoid too much air travel. But did you know
that the primary driver of climate change isn’t plastics, or cars,
or airplanes? Did you know that it’s actually our industrialized
food system?

•
•

Mighty Earth reports, including Still at It (2017), Cargill: The
Worst Company in the World (2019), and Ultimate Mystery
Meat (2017)
Chatham House, Food System Impact on Biodiversity Loss
(2021) and Livestock – Climate Change’s Forgotten Sector:
Global Public Opinion on Meat and Dairy Consumption (2014)

Post in environmental, conservation
and animal rights
groups online
Ask your local
radio station
for a shout out
or interview

Contact local eco
friendly and vegan
businesses

RECOMMENDED VIEWING!
•
•
•

Countdown to Year Zero (2019): How to save the planet with
one simple lifestyle change.
Cowspiracy (2015): uncovers the most destructive industry facing the planet today-and investigates why the world’s leading
environmental organizations are too afraid to talk about it.
Seaspiracy (2021): Passionate about ocean life, a filmmaker sets
out to document the harm that humans do to marine species —
and uncovers alarming global corruption.

Connect with
community
organizing
groups

Ask student
groups and put
posters up near to
universities and
colleges

Ask friends
and family
to join you

Contact local vegan businesses
Reach out to environmental,
human rights, health, sports
and other groups
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Checklist for Starting a Chapter (Continued)
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STEP 4:
Get ready to launch your group by working with
our graphics team to get a logo, signs and leaflets
designed. Work with our global digital media team
to set up social media accounts such as Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter, TikTok, YouTube and a website.
If social media is new to you, start with Facebook
and Instagram and launch on other platforms at a
later date.

STEP 6:
Plan your first meeting
• Choose an easily accessible public location or
hold a zoom call.
• Set a time and date.
• Create an agenda and To Do List for your first
vigil.

STEP 5:
Research current laws to learn about your legal
rights to do activism, as well as locations to carry
out actions, protests and other events.

STEP 7:
Check out our Activist Toolkit on our website for
campaign planning, strategies and tactics, tips and
training for social media, fundraising, activist support and self care. Make sure you have joined our
email list and communications channel on Slack.

Photo: The Hendries
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Planning an Event
Checklist for the First Event

At the First Event

ü Decide what type of event you would like to organize first:
protest, march, vegan outreach, Save Squares, disruption,
tabling at a Vegfest, talk, beach/city cleanup, documentary
screening, street theatre, tree planting.
ü Check to see if there is a global campaign you can participate in such as Wake up World, World Day for the End of
Fishing, #DontLookAway.
ü If you are targeting companies such as Cargill or Burger
King you may want to engage in strategic corporate research to help focus and plan your campaigns. Please see
the Strategic Research Guide to get started.
ü Obtain any relevant permits or permissions required.
ü Create a Facebook event page and Instagram post for the
event.
ü Invite your friends to join you.
ü Share the event in local environmental, vegan, conservation, animal rights, student and community groups.
ü Advertise the event in local vegan cafes, community centres and stores.
ü Prepare a press advisory.
ü Prepare any resources needed such as signs, banners and
outreach materials.

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
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24 hours before the event, send out the press release and
call the local media to introduce your new chapter and
convey how exciting and important the first action is.
We recommend ‘welcoming circles’ at the start of events
to welcome new attendees and go over the code of conduct and safety protocols where necessary.
Document the event well, and try to take pictures and videos which will get the attention of the public (for example
the beach before and after the cleaning, the amount of
plastic collected, etc.).
Take a group photo, post it on social media and tag everyone to help spread the word.
When interacting with the public and police, speak with
respect, even if they do not respect you. Channel anger
into love-based determination to do more.  
Livestream from your social media channels.
At the end of the event conduct a debrief with attendees
to assess the event, share experiences, and announce
upcoming events.
Immediately following the event, send out a media release
with a folder of photos and videos, along with key points
of what happened during the action. Media attention can
potentially attract thousands or even hundreds of thousands of readers.
Consider following the event with a social gathering at a
vegan cafe or a picnic in the park.
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Advocacy tips for communicating climate science
Be careful when using specific numbers and always quote the
source. Different studies make different assumptions which
may lead to different results and predictions. Be aware that
some agencies are influenced by the animal agriculture industry and can downplay the problem. It’s better to say for example, that “the United Nations says that animal agriculture
emits more greenhouse gas emissions than all of the world’s
transportation”. Use sources and scientific studies that come
from renowned organizations such as Chatham House and
peer-reviewed, accredited sources.
Sample Letter:
To [find contact name at an organization]
Climate Save Movement is part of Animal Save Movement, a
love-based grassroots organization that started in Toronto in
2010, and now has nearly 1000 chapters around the world.
We would love to meet with you to learn more about what you
are doing and discuss forming a coalition on an upcoming climate
action.
Our mission is to spread the idea that we all have a moral duty to
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bear witness, end animal agriculture and reforest the Earth. We focus primarily on the detrimental effects that animal agriculture has
on the environment. We believe we are stronger if we work together
and form alliances with other climate action groups.
We are particularly concerned about the policies and plans of the
incoming Brazilian government and the repercussions for the entire
planet with the planned commercialization / privatization of the
rainforest. We have created a petition and are planning boycotts
and global demonstrations at Brazilian embassies for January 1st,
Bolsonaro’s inauguration day.
Please join the upcoming Amazon Emergency Actions.
Here is the link to our petition:
https://www.change.org/p/united-nations-stop-bolsonaro-from-destroying-the-amazon
We would love to work together and hope we can meet soon.
Please let us know if you have any questions.
Many thanks
[insert name]

Photo: The Hendries
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Starting a Youth Climate Save Movement Chapter

EVENT
PLANNER

Youth Climate Save Movement is building a grassroots movement to reverse the impact of catastrophic climate chaos
by ending animal agriculture, favouring a plant-based, nature-friendly food system, and by reforesting the Earth.

Building your group
We use a love-based community organizing approach where
we return love for hate. We encourage and welcome expanding team leadership. We believe that ending violence and oppression must be done with compassion and kindness for all.
Assemble a small team to get started and as you grow, assign
roles and even begin to set up working groups.
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Roles and Working Groups: event planner, march organizer,
police liaison, safety marshal, photographers, videographers,
social media team, media spokesperson, fundraiser, graphic
and design artist, vegan outreach organizer, street theatre,
musicians, reforest the earth campaigner, liaison for global CSM campaigns, coalition builder with other groups and
movements.
Youth Climate Save Movement Chapters commit to regular
events. We encourage the development of vegan climate
actions campaigns with a diversity of tactics such as climate
marches, chalktivism, street theatre, publicity stunts, school
talks, film screenings, lobbying and trainings, panels and summits.

POLICE
LIAISON

MARCH
ORGANIZER

SOCIAL MEDIA
MEDIA
TEAM
SPOKESPERSON(S)

STREET
THEATRE

MUSICIAN(S)

FUNDRAISER

SAFETY MARSHAL

Animal Save Movement

PHOTOGRAPHER(S)
VIDEOGRAPHER(S)

GRAPHIC &
VEGAN OUTREACH
DESIGN ARTIST(S)
ORGANIZER

REFOREST THE
LIAISON FOR GLOBAL
EARTH CAMPAIGNER
CSM CAMPAIGNS

COALITION
BUILDER
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Checklist for Starting a Chapter

STEP 1:
Review this guidebook and if you accept the
Code of Conduct and Memorandum of Understanding, email Youth Climate Save at start@
animalsavemovement.org to express your
interest in starting or joining a chapter. You will
be sent a form to fill out to and a member of
Youth Climate Save will contact you via email to
approve your chapter.
If you are under the age of 18, you will be sent
a parent/guardian form for your parents to sign.
STEP 2:
Start reading books to learn about our philosophy. A great place to start is A Calendar of Wisdom by Leo Tolstoy, where we draw our definition of bearing witness and Autobiography of
My Experiments with Truth by Mahatma Gandhi.
A contemporary must-read is This is an Uprising
by Paul and Mark Engler, which shows how
to successfully achieve social change through
nonviolent direct action campaigns. There is an
accompanying momentum driven organizing
free webinar seminar series on YouTube.
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RECOMMENDED READING!
•
•
•
•

STEP 3:
Find other activists to join the Chapter,
below are a few ideas to get you started:

Mel Hammond, Love the Earth.
PETA, Climate Change and Animal Agriculture Explained.
Gail Herman, What is Climate Change (2018)
Climate Change Collection

Ask your school
and college
friends to join
you

RECOMMENDED VIEWING!
•
•
•
•
•

I am Greta (2021): A film about Greta Thunberg skipping school
to strike for the climate,  and acting to stop climate change
before it’s too late.
Everything Wrong With Environmentalism In 11 Minutes Or
Less!!
Countdown to Year Zero (2019): How to save the planet with
one simple lifestyle change.
Cowspiracy (2015): uncovers the most destructive industry facing the planet today-and investigates why the world’s leading
environmental organizations are too afraid to talk about it.
Seaspiracy (2021): Passionate about ocean life, a filmmaker sets
out to document the harm that humans do to marine species —
and uncovers alarming global corruption.

Post in environmental, conservation
and animal rights
groups online

Contact local eco
friendly and vegan
businesses

Put posters up
near to
universities,
colleges and
schools
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Checklist for Starting a Chapter (Continued)
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STEP 4:
Get ready to launch your group by working with
our graphics team to get a logo, signs and leaflets
designed. Work with our global digital media team
to set up social media accounts such as Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter, TikTok, YouTube and a website.
If social media is new to you, start with Facebook
and Instagram and launch on other platforms at a
later date.

STEP 6:
Plan your first meeting
• Choose an easily accessible public location or
hold a zoom call.
• Set a time and date.
• Create an agenda and To Do List for your first
vigil.

STEP 5:
Research current laws to learn about your legal
rights to do activism, as well as locations to carry
out actions, protests and other events.

STEP 7:
Check out our Activist Toolkit on our website for
campaign planning, strategies and tactics, tips and
training for social media, fundraising, activist support and self care. Make sure you have joined our
email list and communications channel on Slack.

Planning an Event
Checklist for the First Event

At the First Event

ü Decide what type of event you would like to organize first:
protest, march, vegan outreach, beach/city cleanup, documentary screening, street theatre, tree planting.
ü Obtain any relevant permits or permissions required.
ü Create a Facebook event page and Instagram post for the
event.
ü Invite your friends to join you.
ü Share the event in local environmental, vegan, conservation, animal rights, student and community groups.
ü Advertise the event in local vegan cafes, community centres and stores.
ü Prepare a press advisory.
ü Prepare any resources needed such as signs, banners and
outreach materials.

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

24 hours before the event, send out the press release and
call the local media to introduce your new chapter and
convey how exciting and important the first action is.
We recommend ‘welcoming circles’ at the start of events
to welcome new attendees.
Document the event well, and try to take pictures and videos which will get the attention of the public (for example
the beach before and after the cleaning, the amount of
plastic collected, etc.).
Take a group photo, post it on social media and tag everyone to help spread the word.
Livestream from your social media channels.
At the end of the event conduct a debrief with attendees
to assess the event, share experiences, and announce
upcoming events.
Consider following the event with a social gathering at a
vegan cafe or a picnic in the park.

ADVOCACY TIPS FOR COMMUNICATING CLIMATE SCIENCE
Be careful when using specific numbers and always quote the source. Different studies make different assumptions which may
lead to different results and predictions. Be aware that some agencies are influenced by the animal agriculture industry and can
downplay the problem. It’s better to say for example that “the United Nations says that animal agriculture emits more greenhouse gas emissions than all of the world’s transportation”. Use sources and scientific studies that come from renowned organizations such as Chatham House and peer-reviewed, accredited sources.
Photo: The Hendries
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Starting a Health Save Movement Chapter

We promote a whole-food vegan diet as the solution to the
widespread diet and lifestyle-related diseases facing our
world. A fair and accessible vegan food system gives people
more control over their own health.

Building your group
We use a love-based community organizing approach where
we return love for hate. We encourage and welcome expanding team leadership. We believe that ending violence and oppression must be done with compassion and kindness for all.
Assemble a small team to get started and as you grow, assign
roles and even begin to set up working groups.
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Roles and Working Groups: community organizer and coalition builder to reach out to other groups and movements,
recipe planner, cooks, event planner, free hot vegan meals
planner, vegan grocery distributor, restaurant liaison, photographers, videographers, social media team, media spokesperson, fundraiser, graphic and design artist, vegan outreach
organizer, artists, musicians, and liaison for global HSM campaigns.

Animal Save Movement

COMMUNITY
ORGANIZER

COALITION
BUILDER

RECIPE PLANNER

COOK(S)

EVENT PLANNER

FREE HOT
VEGAN MEALS
PLANNER

VEGAN GROCERY
DISTRIBUTER

RESTAURANT
LIAISON

PHOTOGRAPHER(S)
VIDEOGRAPHER(S)

SOCIAL MEDIA
TEAM

MEDIA
SPOKESPERSON

FUNDRAISER

VEGAN OUTREACH
ORGANIZER

LIAISON FOR
GLOBAL HSM
CAMPAIGNS

Health Save Movement Chapters commit to weekly, biweekly
or monthly events. We encourage a diversity of tactics such
as school talks, food giveaways, political lobbying, and campaigns.
GRAPHIC DESIGNERS
ARTIST(S)
MUSICIAN(S)
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STEP 3:
Find other activists to join the Chapter,
below are a few ideas to get you started:

RECOMMENDED READING!
•
•
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STEP 1:
Review this guidebook and if you accept the Code
of Conduct and Memorandum of Understanding,
contact start@animalsavemovement.org to be put
in touch with your Country and Regional Liaisons
and the ASM Recruitment team for an induction
call.

•

STEP 2:
Start reading books to learn about our philosophy.
A great place to start is A Calendar of Wisdom by
Leo Tolstoy, where we draw our definition of bearing witness and Autobiography of My Experiments
with Truth by Mahatma Gandhi. A contemporary
must-read is This is an Uprising by Paul and Mark
Engler, which shows how to successfully achieve
social change through nonviolent direct action
campaigns. There is an accompanying momentum
driven organizing free webinar seminar series on
YouTube.

•
•
•
•
•

Michael Gregor, How not to die (2015):
T. Colin Campbell and Thomas M. Campbell II , The China Study
revised and expanded edition (2016)
Gene Stone, Forks Over Knives: The Plant-Based Way to Health
(2012)

RECOMMENDED VIEWING!
Forks Over Knives (2011)
What The Health (2017)
Game Changers (2018)
Dairy Is Scary! The industry explained in 5 minutes (2017)
Dairy is disease - Dr McDougall

RECOMMENDED WEBSITES!
•
•

www.pcrm.org
www.NutritionFacts.org

Post in environmental, conservation
and animal rights
groups online
Ask your local
radio station
for a shout out
or interview

Connect with
community
organizing
groups

Contact local eco
friendly and vegan
businesses
Ask student
groups and put
posters up near to
universities and
colleges

Ask friends
and family
to join you

Ask your local
radio station for a
shout out or
interview

STEP 4:
Get ready to launch your group by working with
our graphics team to get a logo, signs and leaflets
designed. Work with our global digital media team
to set up social media accounts such as Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter, TikTok, YouTube and a website. If
social media is new to you, start with Facebook and
Instagram and launch on other platforms at a later date.
STEP 5:
Research current laws to learn about your legal
rights to do activism, as well as locations to carry
out actions, protests and other events.
STEP 6:
Plan your first meeting
• Choose an easily accessible public location or
hold a zoom call.
• Set a time and date.
• Create an agenda and To Do List for your first
vigil.
STEP 7:
Check out our Activist Toolkit on our website for
campaign planning, strategies and tactics, tips and
training for social media, fundraising, activist support and self care. Make sure you have joined our
email list and communications channel on Slack.
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Checklist for Starting a Chapter (Continued)

Checklist for the First Event

At the First Event

ü Decide what type of event you would like to organize first:
documentary screening, cookery workshop, food giveaway, school talk.
ü Obtain any relevant permits or permissions required.
ü Create a Facebook event page and Instagram post for the
event.
ü Invite your friends to join you.
ü Share the event in local vegan, animal rights, student and
community groups.
ü Advertise the event in local vegan cafes, community centres and stores.
ü Send out a press advisory.
ü Prepare any materials needed such as signs, banners and
outreach materials.
ü Plan recipes, speeches and logistics as necessary.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We recommend ‘welcoming circles’ at the start of events
to welcome new attendees and go over the code of conduct and safety protocols where appropriate.
Take photos of the food and videos of workshops and
talks.
Take a group photo, post it on social media and tag everyone to help spread the word.
When interacting with the public, speak with respect,
even if they do not respect you.
Livestream from your social media channels.
At the end of the event conduct a debrief with attendees.
Consider following the event with a social gathering at a
vegan cafe or a picnic in the park.

Los Angeles Health Save
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Media Releases
One of the most powerful ways to improve your impact as an
organizer is to get the media to cover your events and actions
by sending out press notices.
There are two types of press notices and both can be sent to
newspapers, magazines, blogs, radio stations and TV stations:
•
•

Press advisory: informs the media of an upcoming event
and invites them to attend.
Press release: gives the media all the details they need
about an event to write an article, whether they came or
not. It is written like a newspaper article.  

When to send them?

MEDIA
Napoli Animal Save
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Press advisories are sent before an event and are good for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Your first vigil
Your first vegan food giveaway
All day vigils or special vigils (during a heat wave)
Rallies and protest marches
Cleanups
Tree planting/conservation
Special guest appearances
Outreach events other than vigils (e.g. Virtual Reality
events, film screenings)

If something important happens at a vigil and you did not
send out an advisory, (e.g. the slaughterhouse releases animals), you should send out a press release immediately after
the event too.

Media Release Schedules:
Two days before the event at 10:00 am: Send the advisory
to all the media outlets you can and follow up with a quick
phone call to check it was received and invite them to attend.
The day of the event, first thing in the morning: Send out the
advisory a second time and follow up with a quick phone call
just like the previous one.
Immediately after the event happens: Send out the press
release to every outlet you can contact.
If something remarkable happens at the vigil, (e.g. an animal
rescue or shocking finding, or the amount of trash collected
during a clean up) modify your press release to highlight that.
If you have video or photos, upload them to a Dropbox folder or Google Drive and include a link to the folder under the
heading of your press release (e.g. “VIDEO” or “PHOTOS”).
Follow up with a quick phone call.
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Media Interviews

EXAMPLE PRESS RELEASE
*** Media Advisory ***
Animal Rights Advocates to Stop Trucks & Hold Vigil for
Cows at Mount Airy Slaughterhouse
Protesters to Bear Witness at Wagner Meats Supplier

Interviews are a great opportunity to speak about your local
chapter and Animal Save Movement. Here are a few tips to
remember:
1. Preparation is key.
Use short bullet points of what you want to say and glance at
your notes if you lose your way. Examples:
• Why we bear witness
• Talk about campaign goals
• Date of next vigil, outreach or special events
• Our mission and our love-based approach
• Animal agriculture is a leading cause of climate
change
• Plant-based diets can improve health, reverse disease
and enhance food justice
2. Be cool!
It is unlikely that the journalist you are speaking to is vegan –
so expect the traditional questions we are all used to hearing
as vegans (‘protein?!’) and use the opportunity to educate
people about veganism.
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3. Remember our aims
Our aim is to gain positive coverage. During one press interview, the first question asked was ‘What is your message to
Cheale Meats?’ (the slaughterhouse where an Essex Pig Save
vigil in the UK was taking place). The question was answered
positively by explaining how we adopt a love-based approach,
show compassion to the animals and share their story as
widely as possible.
4. Contacts
Thank the interviewer for their time and keep a record of
their details for future use.
5. Spinning Questions
If you get asked an off-topic question, answer the question
you want, not the one you get. Spin it back by saying, “Well
the real reason we’re here is…”
It is better to send releases to specific contacts rather than
general emails. If you find a journalist interested in animals,
animal rights, the environment, climate change, health or veganism, then be sure to send your releases to them.

August 7, 2017, Mount Airy, MD - Today from 10am - 1pm
over 50 advocates with the Maryland Farmed Animal Save
will be holding a vigil for cows slaughtered at Mount Airy’s
Wagner Meats slaughterhouse. As trucks bring the cows to
the slaughterhouse, advocates will hold signs and ask the
trucks to stop. Advocates plan to give water and care for the
cows en route to slaughter. The vigil is part of the practice of
bearing witness, in which advocates deliberately approach
and encounter animals’ suffering in order to greater empathize with billions of animals abused and killed by humans
each year.
The Vigil is in coordination with Animal Save Movement.
What: Vigil to bear witness to slaughter
When: Monday, August 7, 10 a.m.-1 p.m.
Where: Wagner Meats, 604 N Main Street, Mount Airy, MD
21771
Animal Save Movement is a global network of animal rights activists using love-based activism to bear witness to animal suffering
and slaughter. Visit Animal Save Movement on Facebook and
animalsavemovement.org
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Photography, Fundraising & Self Care
Self Care & Trauma
Photography Tips
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
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Get down and close to the animals. Focus on the eyes
when capturing images of the animals. When posting,
communicate from the animals’ point of view.  
If you see an injured animal, try and help. Someone should
be taking photos and video.  
Stay with one scene for a few seconds without moving.
The longer you stay, the more  you connect with the
animal. Seeing pigs, cows, chickens and sheep blink and
making eye contact is incredibly impactful.  
Wide angle shots are good to capture the inside and
outside of the truck so people can  really grasp the overall
scene.  
Include photos of activists with animals in some of your
images.
Take a group photo to share a sense of community and to
encourage others to attend vigils and start chapters.  
Take footage of emotional activists. Viral videos often
contain both emotional animals  and emotional activists.  
Record when trucks, staff or angry people are present
incase you need the video later.

Fundraising
As well as raising money for activism, fundraising builds relationships and community. It is an integral part of building a
successful impactful justice movement.
Fundraising Ideas:
• Create and sell merchandise.
• Hold a bake sale or host a vegan afternoon tea.
• Hold a silent auction or raffle.
• Hold a film screening or game night.
• Set up a Patreon, GoFundMe, Facebook fundraiser or
Drove campaign.
• Hold a fundraising event with guest speakers, food and
entertainment.
• Organize a sponsored beach or park clean.
• Hold a fundraising social event such as a dinner.
• Speak to local businesses about matched giving for specific fundraising events.
• Hold a virtual quiz night on zoom or organize a sweepstake.
• Ask your local vegan cafe if you can leave a collection tin
by the till.

Due to the horrific treatment of animals and people in industries that exploit animals, animal advocates are often exposed
to traumatic events in the course of their work.  
Coping with trauma
• Do not isolate yourself from other people or use problematic coping methods such as alcohol or drugs, or blame
yourself or loved ones.
• Do talk to people who you trust, and start support groups
for animal advocates.
• Take care of yourself – remember what you always found
pleasurable and deliberately schedule it into your life.
• When you are reliving trauma, do what you can to stay
present even as you are having the trauma memory. Use
your senses to notice the environment around you right
now.
• Learn mindfulness meditation or yoga to cope with distressing emotions.
• Spend time with companion animals or visit a sanctuary to
directly counter the traumatic experiences.  
• You should seek help from a mental health professional
if trauma reactions are very distressing or get in the way
of living your life and having fulfilling relationships, or the
trauma reactions last longer than one month.

Where Can I Go For Help?
Talk to your family physician  
Talk to a psychologist or psychotherapist  
In Defense of Animals Animal Activists Helpline (in the US)
Phone: (800) 705-0425
      Email: helpline@idausa.org

•
•
•

RECOMMENDED READING!
Life After Trauma: A Workbook – Rosenbloom & Williams  
Reclaiming Your Life from a Traumatic Experience – Rothbaum &
Foa  
Strategic Action for Animals – Melanie Joy  
Aftershock – Pattrice Jones  
Trauma Stewardship – Laura van Dernoot Lipsky  
The Lifelong Activist – Hilary Rettig
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Recommended Reading

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Tolstoy, Leo. “The First Step” essay (Tolstoy recounts his
visit to a slaughterhouse in Toula where he bore witness
to a donkey, bulls, and sheep being slaughtered), A Calendar of Wisdom (the famous bearing witness quote is drawn
from this tremendous book), A Confession, The Kingdom of
God Is Within You, My Religion or What I Believe, and Walk in
the Light and 23 Tales.
Gandhi, Mahatma. Autobiography of My Experiments with
Truth.
Ganz, Marshall. Why David Sometimes Wins: Leadership,
Organization, and Strategy in the California Farm Worker
Movement. Oxford University Press, 2009.
King, M. L. Stride Towards Freedom
Mann, Eric. Playbook for Progressives: 16 Qualities of the
Successful Organizer. Beacon Press Books, 2011.   
Engler, Paul & Mark, This is an Uprising
Sailesh Rao, Carbon Yoga: The Vegan Metamorphosis (2016):
Sailesh sets out the path for humanity’s transformation.

Animal Save Movement

READY TO JOIN US?
EMAIL START@ANIMALSAVEMOVEMENT.ORG
TO FORM YOUR CHAPTER TODAY!

Nederland Animal Save
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Code of Conduct

It is important that all groups and organizers affiliated with  Animal Save Movement follow these guiding principles and operate
under a code of conduct as set out below.
1. Create a welcoming, peaceful and safe environment for all
those who attend. Respect other vigil attendees. We all share
a common goal. Refrain from any violent, loud or threatening
behaviour either verbal or physical towards workers, security,
police or members of the public.
2. Do not engage in personal feuds or conflicts on site or on social media. Avoid being overly critical of approaches taken by
other animal rights organizations; different styles of activism
have their place in a diverse movement.
3. Offer compassion and support to anyone in the group experiencing trauma or being emotionally overwhelmed at a vigil or
event.
4. Do not increase the anxiety or stress to the animals to whom
we bear witness. Approach them slowly with love and respect.
• Stay Calm: Animals are very sensitive to our energy. Approach the truck slowly, calmly and quietly so as not to
frighten animals more than they are already.
• Noise: Animals are extremely sensitive to noise and under a great deal of stress. Minimize loud noises (e.g., do
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not use megaphones in close proximity to the animals) or
shouting.
• Water: Offer water to the animals. Do not spray or throw
water at them or in the truck. If they do not accept your
offer then stop.
• Touching: Exercise discretion when engaging with and
touching the animals; don’t scare them.
5. Be safe:
• We encourage all attendees to wear reflective vests.
• Listen to and respect the instructions of safety marshals
who are there to ensure the safety of attendees.
• At all times be mindful to keep a safe distance from the
trucks when they are in motion, especially when they are
turning.
• Approach the truck when safety marshals signal that it’s
safe.
• Bear witness on curb side of truck, not on traffic side.
• Do not put arms in trucks. If a truck moves or animals
panic, you can be seriously injured.
6. Speak to drivers, employees, and police with respect. Resist
temptation to react to provocations from employees. Oppose
anger and violence with love and kindness.
7. Public Outreach: Stay peaceful and positive. Avoid temptation
to respond to negative comments with negative responses.

8. When not bearing witness, hold a sign at the road or hand
out leaflets. If you choose not to, please go to the designated
break area so as not to detract from the seriousness of our
message.
9. ASM affiliated events must be alcohol and drug free.
10. Be mindful we are engaging in a nonviolent struggle to win
animal rights campaigns and to build community. We take an
intersectional stance and build coalitions with environmental,
anti-racist, and other social justice groups.
Above all, stay safe, stay mindful, and stay committed to those
who need us to hear their voice.
Non compliance of the above or disrespectful behaviour of any
kind will not be tolerated and we may ask individuals persistently
violating the principles to leave the vigil.
*If you feel someone is not adhering to these guidelines, please
inform a marshal or email humanresources@animalsavemovement.org
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Memorandum of Understanding
Animal Save Movement operates under a grassroots, lovebased, community organising approach. No one person is in
charge as in a hierarchy, rather we have a team of leaders.
Every action we take is on behalf of the animals and building
an animal rights community. Be mindful that during all interactions, on social media, email and in person you are a representative of ASM.
ASM organizers and activists must adhere to the following:
1. We advocate veganism and animal rights as an imperative.
We do however address animal welfare if violations are
spotted. Please report any incidents to the appropriate
agency in order to put a spotlight on the industry.
2. Welcome and encourage members expressing a desire to
take a more active role and nurture leadership in others.
Work as a team, make collective decisions, and listen to
and consider all points of view.
3. Refrain from posting inflammatory content on social media. Avoid criticizing other groups for their approach, e.g.,
PETA, Mercy For Animals etc. Different styles of activism
have a place and may be effective to different audiences.
Avoid negative comments about any individual or group,
rather act as a positive role model.
4. Be mindful of our love-based approach at all times. Do not
use offensive or hateful adjectives when corresponding
with others. Respond to negativity with positivity, love for
hate.
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5. Set aside any personal differences and do not engage in
personal feuds or conflicts with other organizers, activists
or members of the public in any way, including in person
or on social media. We want Animal Save Movement to be
a unifying and mobilizing force.
6. If you are unable to resolve personal or organizational differences, in the first instance speak directly to the individual involved, ask your CL and RLs for assistance or if it’s an
organizational issue contact HR who will be able to offer
advice and support. Do not bypass the person you are
having the conflict with by involving other organizers.
7. Make vigils public, not private, events to encourage as
many people as possible to attend. Create Facebook
events under the relevant Animal Save Movement page,
not on personal accounts.
8. Offer compassion and support to anyone in the group
experiencing trauma or being emotionally overwhelmed at
the vigil.
9. Any food that is served at Animal Save Movement events
such as fundraisers, all day vigils, veg fests or any other
ASM events must be vegan and alcohol and drug free.
10. Tag the relevant Animal Save Movement branch on social
media posts for sharing purposes.
11. Our goals are to win animal rights campaigns and build
community. We take an intersectional stance and build
coalitions with environmental, anti-racist, and other social
justice groups.
As of March 13, 2021

Lima Animal Save
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Animal Save Movement is a global network of
activists that bear witness in order to expose and
dismantle animal exploitation industries.

96 facebook.com/animalsavemovement

instagram.com/thesavemovement

twitter.com/animalsavemvmt

youtube.com/animalsavemovement

animalsavemovement.org

